Abstract A laser induced fluorescence DNA sequencer is described. The excitation/objective optics are mounted on a mechanical scanner stage. The system allows the gel possible thinnest resulting in more than 450 mer peak resolution. Full two-dimensional data (gel width x time ladder pattern) are obtained, then can confirm up to gel entire raw data. All programs run on a multitasking operating system, which enables checking/processing obtained data whenever necessary even during electrophoresis. As a result, more than 500 bases sequencing was achieved from a.5pg Ml 3mp18 single stranded DNA template. key words laser induced fluorescence, DNA sequencing, gel electrophoresis 1 INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Recently several fluorescent DNA sequencers have been developed. Smith et al [1] reported the first fluorescent system, which used an electrophoresis capillary with 4 kinds of fluorescent label corresponding to 4 kinds of terminating base. However, mobility heterogeneities and spectroscopic sensitivity differences among the labelling dyes required a complicated preparation and data analysis. Prober et al [2] developed four fluorescent dyes whose excitation wavelengths are Identical but whose emission spectra are different. They applied the dyes to dideoxy labelling in a one-lane one-template method. They also developed a slab gel detection system using the signal ratio between two fixed sensors detecting different wavelengths while the excitation laser beam was scanned by a galvano meter drive. However, because of detector number limitations, if the results were unexpected, it was difficult to know where the possible error occurred in a series of complicated processes.
In contrast with the above mentioned optics employing gel surface incidence, Ansorge et al [3] and Kambara et al [4] introduced incident light through the gel side wall and detected the emission along the normal direction of the gel. The configuration restricts the dimension of the gel relatively thick and/or narrow.
The authors see each prior apparatus as having some shortcoming for reliable sequencing. The first disadvantage is the difficulty in step by step data confirmation for unexpected results. The second major point is restriction of gel dimensions and/or the gel preparation method. In principle, the fluorescent method has some advantages in electrophoresis, such as, no glass preparation is needed and a large nucleotide length range capacity with a short migration length gel. The developmental philosophy for the apparatus described here (model DSa-1, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto) is based on the above viewpoints. Step 4) After step 3, the four vials were immediately put into ice. Then 2 pI of stop solution was added to each(final volume 5.5 pl), after which they were stored at -20 °C. (Step 5) Just before sampling, the 4 vials were heated at 95 °C for 2 minutes and immediately plunged into ice, and then the contents injected (2 pI each) to the electrophoresis wells. (Consequently, the loaded amount of template was less than 0.5 jig).
ELECTROPHORESIS
The electrophoresis gel was 260 mm wide, 0.25 mm thick, 27 cm of migration width from the loading well to the detection line. It contained 5% of acrylamide (includes 5% of BIS), 8 M urea, 0.050 of TEMED and 0.05%(w/v) of APS in electrophoresis buffer as final. The electrophoresis buffer contained 90 mM tris-base and 90 mM boric acid and 2.5 mM of EDTA. The same buffer was also pored into the two electrode reservoirs (see Figure 1 ), All electrophoresis reagents were purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals Inc, Osaka. The gel had been left at room temperature for more than 6 hours after preparation. Sample electrophoresis was performed for 12.. 
